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Recent advances in mechanics and materials provide routes to develop stretchable electronics that offer
performance of conventional wafer-based devices but with the ability to be deformed to arbitrary shape.
Many new applications become possible ranging from electronic eye cameras to wearable electronics, to
bio-integrated therapeutic devices. This paper reviews mechanics of stretchable electronics in terms of
two main forms of stretchable designs. One is wavy design, which can provide one-dimensional stretch-
ability. The other is island-bridge design, which can be stretched in all directions. Mechanics models and
their comparisons to experiments and finite element simulations are reviewed for these two designs. The
results provide design guidelines for the development of stretchable electronics.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The vast majority of development in electronic research commu-
nity has been focused on smaller and faster devices. These devices
are confined to the planar surface of silicon wafers, and are hard,
rigid and flat. An emerging research direction is stretchable elec-
tronics, which offers the performance of conventional wafer-based
devices, but with mechanical properties of a rubber band that
would enable many new applications, particularly the intimate
integration of electronics with human body [1,2]. Examples include
electronic eye cameras [3–5], wearable photovoltaics [6], flexible
displays [7], epidermal electronics [8,9], flexible piezoelectric sen-
sor [10], stretchable strain gauge [11], energy harvester [12], and
bio-integrated therapeutic devices [13–15]. Circuits that use
organic semiconductor materials can sustain large deformations
[16–18], but their electrical performance is relative poor comparing
with the inorganic semiconductors such as silicon, gallium arsenide,
and gallium nitride. Compatibility with well developed, high perfor-
mance inorganic electronic materials represents a key advantage in
stretchable electronics. The main challenge is the mismatch
between the soft and elastic requirements of applications and the
intrinsic hard and rigid features of inorganic materials with a frac-
ture strain �1%. Several mechanics strategies have been developed
to make inorganic electronic materials and devices stretchable on
elastomeric substrates. They can be classified into two categories.

(1) Wavy design: The thin films of inorganic materials are
transfer-printed to a prestretched elastomeric substrate.
Releasing the prestrain leads to the formation of wavy
configuration, which can accommodate external deforma-
tions (�20%) through changes in wavelength and amplitude.
Fig. 1 shows scanning electron micrographs of wavy design
with ribbons perfectly (Fig. 1a) and partially (Fig. 1b) bonded
to an elastomeric poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) substrate.
This strategy has been demonstrated in different film sys-
tems such as gold [19], platinum [20], silicon nanoribbon
[21,22] and nanomembranes [23], silicon nanowires
[24–26], carbon nanotubes [27,28], graphene [29], and
ferroelectrics [30].

(2) Island-bridge design: The island-bridge mesh design is trans-
fer-printed to a biaxially prestretched elastomeric substrate
with strong chemical bonds at the locations of island (i.e.,
active device) and weak bonds at the locations of bridge
(i.e., interconnect). The release of prestrain causes the bridge
to buckle out of the plane to accommodate the deformations
(�100%) such that the relatively rigid island experiences
very small deformations. Fig. 2 shows scanning electron
micrographs of island-bridge design with straight intercon-
nects (Fig. 2a) and serpentine interconnects (Fig. 2b). The
recent optimization of the bridge by using the type of fractal
interconnect further increases the system stretchability [31].
This design has been widely used to various types of stretch-
able electronics due to the large stretchability that it can
provide. Examples include electronic eye cameras [4–6],
integrated circuits [32], silicon curvilinear electronics [33],
LED system [34], and stretchable lithium-ion batteries [31].

Various mechanics models associated with the above designs
have been developed to study the key effects on deformation
modes and strain distribution. There exist several reviews of
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mechanics and materials for stretchable electronics [1,2,35,36].
This article provides a brief review of the fundamental aspects of
the mechanics in the wavy and island-bridge designs for stretch-
able electronics, through discussions of theoretical models and
their quantitative comparisons to experiment. The mechanics the-
ories for wavy design are described in Section 2 and island-bridge
design in Section 3. It should be noted that the focus of island-
bridge design in this article is on straight interconnects. Mechanics
of serpentine or fractal interconnects is reviewed by others in this
issue.

2. Mechanics of wavy design

The fabrication of stretchable wavy ribbons is illustrated in
Fig. 3. The flat ribbon is transfer-printed to a prestrained compliant
substrate with a perfect bond interface. When the prestrain is
released, the substrate shrinks, which leads to a compression in
ribbon to form the wavy layout through a nonlinear buckling
response. These wavy layouts can accommodate external deforma-
tions along the ribbon direction through changes in wavelength
and amplitude.

2.1. Wavy ribbon in small deformation

The thin ribbon is modeled as an elastic nonlinear von Karman
beam since its thickness is much smaller comparing with other
characteristic lengths (e.g., wavelength). The substrate is modeled
as a semi-infinite solid because its thickness (�mm) is much larger
than that (�lm) of film. The total energy consists of the bending
energy Ub and membrane energy Um in the thin film and strain
energy Us in the substrate.

For a stiff thin film (ribbon) with thickness hf, Young’s modulus
Ef and Poisson’s ratio mf on a prestrained compliant substrate with
prestrain epre, modulus Es, and Poisson’s ratio ms, where Ef� Es (e.g.,
Ef = 130 GPa for silicon and Es = 1.8 MPa for PDMS), the wavy
profile forms with the out-of-plane displacement

w ¼ A cosðkxÞ ¼ A cos
2px
k

� �
; ð1Þ

when the prestrain is released. Here, x is the coordinate along the
ribbon direction, A is the amplitude, k is the wavelength and
k ¼ 2p=k is the wave number. The bending energy Ub can be
obtained by

Ub ¼ L0
1
k

Z k

0

Ef h
3
f

24
d2w

dx2

 !2

dx ¼
p4Ef h3

f A2

3k4 L0; ð2Þ
Fig. 1. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of wavy design with ribbon (a) perfe
from Ref. [35].)
where L0 and Ef ¼ Ef = 1� m2
f

� �
are the length and plane-strain mod-

ulus of thin film, respectively.
The membrane strain em, which determines the membrane

energy in the ribbon, is related to the in-plane displacement u
and out-of-plane displacement w by em = du/dx + (dw/dx)2/2 � epre.
The membrane force Nm is given by Nm ¼ Ef hf em. The interfacial
shear is negligible [37] and the force equilibrium then gives a con-
stant membrane force and therefore a constant membrane strain

em ¼
p2A2

k2 � epre; ð3Þ

The membrane energy Um in the film can then be obtained by

Um ¼ L0
1
k

Z k

0

1
2

Nmemdx ¼ 1
2

Ef hf
p2A2

k2 � epre

 !2

L0: ð4Þ

The strain energy in the substrate is obtained by solving a semi-
infinite solid subjected to the normal displacement in Eq. (1) and
vanishing shear on its boundary as

Us ¼
p
4k

EsA
2L0; ð5Þ

where Es ¼ Es= 1� m2
s

� �
is the plane-strain modulus of the substrate.

The buckle amplitude A and wavelength k are obtained by
minimizing the total energy, i.e., @ðUm þ Ub þ UsÞ=
@A ¼ @ðUm þ Ub þ UsÞ=@k ¼ 0, as

k ¼ 2phf
Ef

3Es

 !1=3

; A ¼ hf

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
epre

ec
� 1

r
; ð6Þ

where

ec ¼
1
4

3Es

Ef

 !2=3

; ð7Þ

is the critical strain for buckling and is extremely small (e.g., 0.034%
for silicon/PDMS system). When epre < ec, no buckling occur and the
ribbon remains flat. When epre > ec, the ribbon buckles with a con-
stant membrane strain emembrane = �ec. The maximum bending strain
is given by ebending ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðepre � ecÞec

p
. The peak strain epeak, which is

the sum of membrane strain and bending strains, is approximated
by

epeak � 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
epreec

p
; ð8Þ

for small ec.
For the buckled system subjected to the applied strain eapplied,

the wavelength and amplitude become
ctly and (b) partially bonded to a compliant substrate. (Reprinted with permission



Fig. 2. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of island-bridge design with (a) straight and (b) serpentine interconnects. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [35].)

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the process for fabricating wavy Si ribbons on a
PDMS substrate.
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k ¼ 2phf
Ef

3Es

 !1=3

; A ¼ hf

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
epre � eapplied

ec
� 1

r
; ð9Þ

and the peak strain in the ribbon is

epeak � 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðepre � eappliedÞec

q
: ð10Þ
2.2. Wavy ribbon in large deformation

The wavelengths in Eqs. (6) and (9) are constant and strain-
independent, and have been widely used in high precision micro
and nano-metrology methods [38]. However, when the prestrain
is large, the experiments [39,40] showed that the wavelength
depends on the prestrain and decreases with the increase of the
prestrain. Jiang et al. [39] and Song et al. [41] showed that the
strain-dependent wavelength is due to the finite deformation
(i.e., large strain) in the compliant substrate, and established a
finite-deformation model to understand strain-dependent wave-
length by accounting for 3 factors: (1) finite geometry change
(i.e., different strain-free or stress-free states for the ribbon and
substrate) as shown in Fig. 4, (2) nonlinear strain–displacement
relation and (3) nonlinear constitutive model for the substrate.
Cheng and Song [42] showed that the finite geometry change dom-
inates among all three factors and their model with a consideration
of finite geometry change alone simplifies the analysis significantly
and is described below.

The out-of-plane displacement of the buckled thin ribbon can
be represented by

w ¼ A cos
2px
k

� �
¼ A cos

2px0

ð1þ epreÞk

	 

; ð11Þ

where the coordinate x in the strain-free state for the substrate and
x0 in the strain-free state for the ribbon are related by x0 = (1 + epre)x.
The thin ribbon is still modeled as a von Karman beam. Using a sim-
ilar approach in Section 2.1, the bending energy and membrane
energy in the film can be obtained as

Ub ¼
p4Ef h3

f A2

3 ð1þ epreÞk
� �4 ð1þ epreÞL0; ð12Þ

and

Um ¼
Ef hf

2
p2A2

ð1þ epreÞ2k2
� epre

1þ epre

" #2

ð1þ epreÞL0: ð13Þ

where (1 + epre)L0 is the original length of the ribbon. For the sub-
strate subject to a normal displacement w and a vanishing shear
stress, the substrate energy is still given by Eq. (5). Minimization
of the total energy gives the wavelength and amplitude

k ¼ 2phf

1þ epre

Ef

3Es

 !1=3

; A ¼ hf

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
epre

ð1þ epreÞec
� 1

s
; ð14Þ

The peak strain in the buckled system then becomes

epeak � 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
epre

1þ epre
ec

s
: ð15Þ

Both wavelength and amplitude agree well with experimental
data and finite element simulations without any parameter fitting
as shown in Fig. 5a. A direct comparison between the predictions
from Eq. (14) and finite deformation theory [41] clearly shows
the finite strain and the nonlinear constitutive law lead to
negligible effects on the results.

When the buckled system is subjected to the applied strain
eapplied, the out-of-plane displacement is written as

w ¼ A00 cos
2px00

k00

� �
¼ A00 cos

2px0ð1þ eappliedÞ
k00ð1þ epreÞ

	 

; ð16Þ

where x00 ¼ ð1þ eappliedÞx is the coordinate in the stretched state. The
bending, membrane and substrate energies are then given by

Ub ¼
p4Ef h3

f A002ð1þ eappliedÞ4

3 ð1þ epreÞk00
� �4 ð1þ epreÞL0; ð17Þ



Fig. 4. The sequential configurations for the thin film/substrate buckling process. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [41].)

Fig. 5. Wavelength and amplitude as a function of (a) prestrain and (b) applied strain with a prestrain of 16.2%. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [42].)
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Um ¼
Ef hf

2
p2A002ð1þ eappliedÞ2

ð1þ epreÞ2k002
þ eapplied � epre

1þ epre

" #2

ð1þ epreÞL0; ð18Þ
Us ¼
p

4k00
EsA

002ð1þ eappliedÞL0: ð19Þ

Minimization of the total energy gives the wavelength and
amplitude

k00 ¼
2phf 1þ eapplied

� �
1þ epre

Ef

3Es

 !1=3

; A00 ¼ hf

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
epre � eapplied

1þ epre
� �

ec
� 1

s
; ð20Þ

which agree well with experiments and finite element simulations
as shown in Fig. 5b with a prestrain of 16.2%. As the tensile strain
increases, the wavelength increases but the amplitude decreases.
Once the tensile strain reaches the prestrain plus the critical strain,
the amplitude becomes zero and further stretch efracture will fracture
the film. Therefore, the stretchability is given by epre + efracture + ec.

The peak strain in the ribbon is given by

epeak � 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
epre � eapplied

1þ epre
ec

s
: ð21Þ

The compressibility is the maximum applied compressive strain
when the peak strain reaches efracture and it is well approximated by
e2
fracture

4ec
ð1þ epreÞ � epre.

2.3. Wavy design with the ribbons partially bonded to the compliant
substrate

Wavy design with the ribbons perfectly bonded to the compli-
ant substrate is determined by materials properties (e.g., moduli
and thickness) without any direct control over the wavy geome-
tries. To overcome this limitation, Sun et al. [22] combined litho-
graphically patterned surface bonding chemistry and a buckling
process to develop wavy design with the ribbons partially bonded
to the compliant substrate. The fabrication procedure is illustrated
in Fig. 6.

The ribbon is bonded to the prestrained substrate only at cer-
tain locations. Let Wact denote the width of activated regions,
where chemical bonding occurs between the ribbon and the sub-
strate, and Win denote the width of inactivated regions, where only
weak van der Waals interactions occur at the interface as shown in
Fig. 6a. Thin ribbons are then attached to the prestrained and pat-
terned PDMS substrate (Fig. 6b) with the ribbon direction parallel
to the prestreched direction. Releasing the prestrain leads to com-
pression, which causes the ribbon on the inactivated regions to
buckle and form the popup structure as shown in Fig. 6c.

Jiang et al. [43] developed an analytical model to study the
buckling behavior of such systems and to predict the maximum



Fig. 6. (a) Prestrained PDMS with periodic activated and inactivated patterns. (b) A
thin film parallel to the prestrain direction is attached to the prestrained and
patterned PDMS substrate. (c) The relaxation of the prestrain epre in PDMS leads to
buckles of thin film.

Fig. 7. Buckled GaAs thin films on patterned PDMS substrate with Wact = 10 lm and
Win = 190 lm for different prestrain levels, 11.3%, 25.5%, 33.7%, and 56.0% (from top
to bottom). The red lines are the profiles of the buckled GaAs thin film predicted by
the analytical solution. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [43].)
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strain in the ribbons as a function of interfacial pattern. The buck-
ling profile of the ribbon can be expressed as

w ¼
w1 ¼ 1

2 Að1þ cos px1
L1
Þ; �L1 < x1 < L1

w2 ¼ 0; L1 < jx1j < L2

(
; ð22Þ

where A is the buckling amplitude to be determined, 2L1 ¼ Win
1þepre

is

the buckling wavelength, and 2L2 ¼ Win
1þepre

þWact is the sum of acti-

vated and inactivated regions after relaxation (Fig. 6c). The bending
and membrane energy in the thin film can be obtained as

Ubending ¼
Z L2

�L2

1
2

Ef h
3
f

12
d2w

dx2
1

 !2

dx1 ¼
p4

96
Ef h3

f A2

L3
1

; ð23Þ

and

Umembrane ¼ Ef hf
p2A2

16L1L2
� epre

 !2

L2: ð24Þ

It should be noticed that the substrate energy

Usubstrate ¼ 0; ð25Þ

due to zero displacements at the interface where remains intact and
vanishing stress traction at the buckled portion.

Energy minimization of the total energy gives the amplitude as
A ¼ 4
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L1L2ðepre � ecÞ

q
� 2

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
WinðWin þWactÞepre

p
1þ epre

; ð26Þ

where ec ¼ h2
f p2= 12L2

1

� �
is the critical strain for buckling, which is

usually a small number in most practical applications (e.g., ec is
on the order of 10�6 for a typical wavelength 2L1 � 200 lm and rib-
bon thickness hf � 0.1 lm). The comparison of buckled profiles is
shown in Fig. 7 with Wact = 10 lm and Win = 190 lm. Both wave-
length and amplitude agree well with experiments. The peak strain
in the buckled ribbon is

epeak �
hf p
L2

1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L1L2epre

q
: ð27Þ

For a much smaller active region (i.e., Wact�Win), the peak
strain becomes epeak � phf

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiepre
p

=L1.

3. Mechanics of island-bridge design

A different strategy, the island-bridge design, is proposed to
achieve the stretchability in all directions instead of just one direc-
tion in wavy design. Lacour et al. [44] proposed a coplanar mesh
design by using stretchable metal electrodes similar to Section 2
to interconnect separately fabricated active devices while Kim
et al. [32] proposed a non-coplanar mesh design to significantly
increase the stretchability. We will focus on the mechanics of
non-coplanar mesh design in this Section. Fig. 8 schematically
illustrates the fabrication of the non-coplanar mesh design on a
compliant substrate. The interconnects (also called bridges) are
loosely bonded to the prestrained elastomeric substrate, while
active devices (also called islands) are chemically bonded. Releas-
ing the prestrain causes the bridge to buckle and move out of the
plane of the substrate to form arc-shaped structures. The buckled
bridges accommodate external deformations such that the islands
have small strains.

3.1. Mechanics of Island-bridge design with straight interconnects

Song et al. [45] established an analytic model for island-bridge
design with straight interconnects to understand the underlying
physics and to guide the design of such systems. Fig. 9 illustrates
the strain-free configuration X of the bridge, and the buckled con-
figuration x, respectively. The buckled profile can be expressed as



Fig. 8. Schematic illustration of the process for fabricating island-bridge design on a
complaint substrate.
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w ¼ A
2

1þ cos
2px

Lbridge

� �
¼ A

2
1þ cos

2pX

L0
bridge

 !
: ð28Þ

The total energy of the bridge consists of the bending energy

Ub ¼
Ebridgeh3

bridge

12
p4A2

L0
bridge

� �3 ; ð29Þ

and membrane energy

Um ¼
1
2

EbridgehbridgeL0
bridge

p2A2

4 L0
bridge

� �2 þ
Lbridge � L0

bridge

L0
bridge

2
64

3
75

2

: ð30Þ

Minimization of total energy in the bridge gives the amplitude

A ¼
2L0

bridge

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L0

bridge � Lbridge

L0
bridge

�
p2h2

bridge

3 L0
bridge

� �2

vuuut : ð31Þ

The peak strain in the bridge is

emax
bridge � 2p

hbridge

L0
bridge

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L0

bridge � Lbridge

L0
bridge

vuut ; ð32Þ
Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of mechanics model fo
Once the prestrain is relaxed, the bridge length is reduced from

L0
bridge to Lbridge, which gives the prestrain epre ¼

L0
bridge�Lbridge

Lbridge
. The max-

imum strain in the interconnect in Eq. (32) then becomes

emax
bridge ¼ 2p

hbridge

L0
bridge

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
epre

1þ epre

s
: ð33Þ

For the interconnect with L0
bridge ¼ 20 lm, hbridge = 50 nm and

Lbridge ¼ 17:5 lm in experiments, the analytical prediction of the
amplitude is A ¼ 4:50 lm, which agrees well with the experimen-
tally measured value 4:76 lm.

The finite element method is used to study the silicon island

(L0
island � L0

island) on a PDMS substrate L0
island þ Lbridge

� �
�

h
L0

island þ Lbridge

� �
�. The island is modeled as a plate since its thickness

hisland is much smaller than the length L0
island. The PDMS is modeled

as a 3D solid, with periodic conditions on the lateral surfaces (X–Z
and Y–Z planes). The displacements are continuous across the
island/substrate interface, and the rest of the top surface is traction
free. The buckled interconnects give the axial force N = Ebridgehbridgeec

and bending moment M ¼ Ebridgeh3
bridge

12
2p2A

L0
bridge

� �2 �
pEbridgeh3

bridge

3L0
bridge

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
epre

1þepre

q
over

the width wbridge on each edge of the island. It is shown that the
strain due to the axial force N is negligible comparing to that due
to the bending moment M [45]. Combining the dimensional analy-
sis, the peak strain in the island can be approximated by

emax
island � 2p

1� m2
island

� �
Ebridgeh3

bridge

Eislandh2
islandL0

bridge

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
epre

1þ epre

s
; ð34Þ

which clearly shows stiff and thick island reduces its strain.
In order to increase the accuracy of the analytical model in large

deformation, Chen et al. [46] and Li et al. [47] improved the above
model by discarding the sinusoidal assumption for the buckled
interconnects.

3.2. Lateral buckling of straight interconnects

When shear or diagonal stretch (45� from the interconnects) is
applied (Fig. 10), the interconnects may undergo lateral buckling.
Different from Euler buckling where the displacement takes the
simple sinusoidal form, lateral buckling involves large torsion
and out-of-plane bending with very complex form of displace-
ments. Most of existing results on lateral buckling, however, are
based on numerical methods and closed-form solutions only exist
for initial buckling but not for postbuckling. Su et al. [48] estab-
lished a systematic method based on the nonlinear equilibrium
equations for postbuckling of beams that may involve rather com-
plex buckling modes such as lateral buckling. The perturbation
method is used to obtain the amplitude of buckled interconnects.
Chen et al. [49] derived analytical solutions for lateral bucking
(initial buckling and postbuckling) of interconnects under shear.
The initial buckling of interconnects is investigated through the
r the interconnect in an island-bridge design.



Fig. 10. (a) The schematic diagram of island-bridge design under shear; (b) SEM image of the island-bridge design under shear. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [49].)
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equilibrium equations while the postbuckling behavior is studied
by energy minimization of the potential energy including up to
4th power of the displacement.

The interconnect is modeled as an L-long beam with a thin rect-
angular cross section a � b, where b� a. The left end is fixed, and
the right end is subjected to a shear or vertical displacement v0

with no rotations (Fig. 11). The coordinates (x, y, z) is fixed in space
with the axis z coinciding with the centroidal axis of the unde-
formed beam, and the x and y coinciding with the principal axes
of the cross section. The coordinates (n, g, f) is fixed to a point on
the centroidal axis of the beam and moves with it with the axes
n and g the principal axes of the cross section on the deformed
beam, and f coincides with the tangent to the deformed centroidal
axis of the beam. The deformation of the beam is defined by the
components u, v and w of the displacement of the center in the
x, y and z directions and by the rotation / of the cross section with
the positive direction about the z axis according to the right-hand
rule (Fig. 11).

By introducing a non-dimensional coordinate s = 2z/L where
�1 6 s 6 1, the equilibrium equations are given by

EIn d2v
ds2 ¼ � L

2

� �3pys

EIg d2u
ds2 ¼ L

2

� �3 �pys/þ 2
L my þ pxð1� sÞ

� �
C d/

ds ¼ L
2 pys du

ds þ dv
ds pxð1� sÞ þ t � pyuþ pxv

� �

8>>><
>>>:

; ð35Þ

where C = Ea3b/[6(1 + m)] is the torsional rigidity, E is the Young’s
modulus, and m is the Poisson’s ratio, In = ab3/12 and Ig = a3b/12
are the moment of inertia about axes n and g, respectively, py

denotes the load in the y direction to cause v0 on the right end, px

the load in the x direction on the right end, my the bending moment
in the y direction on the right end, and t the torque in the z direction
on the right end. The following orders of forces and displacement
hold during buckling: the applied force and displacement (i.e., py

and v) are zero order, while the corresponding force, moment and
displacement (i.e., px, my, t, u and /) resulting from lateral buckling
are first order. The boundary conditions are given by

uð�1Þ ¼ u0ð�1Þ ¼ uð1Þ ¼ u0ð1Þ ¼ 0
vð�1Þ ¼ v 0ð�1Þ ¼ v 0ð1Þ ¼ 0 mð1Þ ¼ v0

/ð�1Þ ¼ /ð1Þ ¼ 0

8><
>: : ð36Þ

After eliminating u from the second and third equations in Eq.
(36) and applying In� Ig, we obtain

d2/

ds2 þ
p2

y

CEIg

L
2

� �4

s2/ ¼ L
2

� �4 py

CEIg
s

2
L

my þ pxð1� sÞ
	 


: ð37Þ

The solution / of Eq. (37) is either symmetric or anti-symmetric.
The symmetric buckling mode corresponds to an even function
for / and an odd function for u, which are obtained as

/ðsÞ ¼ A�/ðsÞ; uðsÞ ¼ �A
L
4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

2ð1þ mÞ

s
�uðsÞ; ð38Þ

with

�/ðsÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
s24
p

J�1=4
a
8

s2
� �

� J�1=4
a
8

� �
; and

�uðsÞ ¼ a
Z s

f¼�1

Z f

n¼�1
n
ffiffiffiffiffi
n24

q
J�1=4

a
8

n2
� �

dn

	 

df; ð39Þ

A is the amplitude, J is the Bessel function and a is to be determined
by J3=4ða8Þ ¼ 0.

The anti-symmetric buckling mode corresponds to an odd
function for / and an even function for u. Eq. (38) still holds but

�/ðsÞ ¼
ffiffi
s
p

J1=4
a
8

s2
� �

þ
4 a

8

� �2 R 1
s¼0 s
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s
p
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a
8 s2
� �

ds

1� 4 a
8

� �2 R 1
s¼0 s4/p

a
8 s2
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ds
s3/p

a
8

s2
� �

; ð40Þ

and

�uðsÞ ¼ a
Z s

f¼�1

�
Z f

n¼0
n
ffiffiffi
n

p
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8
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with a satisfying

J1=4
a
8

� �
þ

4 a
8

� �2 R 1
s¼0 s
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s
p
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a
8 s2
� �

ds

1� 4 a
8

� �2 R 1
s¼0 s4/p

a
8 s2
� �
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8

� �
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where /p(x) is

/pðxÞ ¼ �
1

48x2

823=4x9=4
1 F2ð3=4; 5=4;7=4;�x2=4ÞJ�1=4ðxÞCð3=4Þ

�6
ffiffiffi
2
p

px2J1=4ðxÞJ�1=4ðxÞ þ 3
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2
p

px7=4J1=4ðxÞJ3=4ðxÞS1=4;7=4ðxÞ
�9
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2
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>>:
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F is the hypergeometric function, C is the gamma function, and S is
the Lommel function.

The critical load for lateral buckling is then given by

pcr
y ¼ Ea3b

6L2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

2ð1þmÞ

q
a, which gives the critical displacement as

vcr
0 ¼

La2a
6b2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

2ð1þ mÞ

s
: ð44Þ

Energy method is used to study the postbuckling behavior of
interconnects. The displacements due to buckling at neutral axis
are u(z), v(z) and w(z). Then the general point at a section has
the following displacements by ignoring the warping as



Fig. 11. The schematic diagram of lateral buckling of a beam.
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u1ðx; y; zÞ ¼ uðzÞ � /ðzÞy
v1ðx; y; zÞ ¼ vðzÞ þ /ðzÞx
w1ðx; y; zÞ ¼ wðzÞ � u0ðzÞx� v 0ðzÞy

8><
>: : ð45Þ

The longitudinal and shear strains due to buckling can be calcu-
lated by

ezz ¼ @w1
@z þ 1

2
@u1
@z

� �2 þ 1
2

@v1
@z

� �2 þ 1
2
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� �
8<
: : ð46Þ

The strain energy of the beam can be obtained by

Ustrain ¼
Z

V
r0

zezz þ
1
2

Ee2
zz þ r0

yz2eyz

	 

dV þ 1

2
C
Z L

z¼0

d/
dz

� �2

dz; ð47Þ

where r0
z ¼ pyyz=In is the initial normal stress in the cross section

due to bending, r0
yz ¼ py=ðabÞ is the initial shear stress,

py ¼ Ea3b
6L2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

2ð1þmÞ

q
a, C is the torsional rigidity, and V is the volume of

the beam. The force equilibrium in z direction
R

AEezzdA = 0 yields

w0 ¼ � 1
2 u02 � 1

24 /02ða2 þ b2Þ. The energy then becomes

Ustrain ¼ A2 Ea3b
96ð1þ mÞL �

24ab2v0

a2L
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Fig. 12. The buckling shape of (a) rotation of the cross section �/ðsÞ and (b) displace
where C1–C6 are constants, which only depend on the buckling
shapes and are given by
C1 ¼
Z 1

s¼�1
s�u0ðsÞ�/0ðsÞds; C2 ¼

Z 1

s¼�1

�/0ðsÞ4ds; C3 ¼
Z 1

s¼�1
�u00ðsÞ2ds;

C4 ¼
Z 1

s¼�1
�u0ðsÞ2 �/0ðsÞ2ds; C5 ¼

Z 1

s¼�1

�/ðsÞ�u0ðsÞds; C6 ¼
Z 1

s¼�1

�/0ðsÞ2ds:

ð49Þ

Minimization of the energy yields
A ¼ 1ffiffiffi
L
p
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We take a beam with L = 20, a = 1, b = 0.1, and m = 0.3 as an
example to show our results. The critical displacements
vcr

0 ¼ 0:5773 and 1.1002 from Eq. (44) for the first and second sym-
metrical buckling modes agree very well with finite element sim-
ulations 0.5613 and 1.0708. The critical displacement
vcr

0 ¼ 0:7632 and 1.0001 for the first and second anti-symmetrical
buckling modes also agree well with finite element simulations
0.7620 and 0.9732. According to the magnitude of critical displace-
ment, mode 1 for lateral buckling is symmetric, mode 2 is anti-
symmetric, mode 3 is anti-symmetric and mode 4 is symmetric.
The buckling shapes of rotation of the cross section and
ment of center in x direction �uðsÞ. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [49].)



Fig. 13. The amplitude A versus the applied displacement v0 for the buckling mode
1 of a beam with L = 20, a = 1, b = 0.1, and m = 0.3. (Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [49].)
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displacement of center in x direction, �/ðsÞ and �uðsÞ, are shown in
Fig. 12 and they have a very good agreement between the analyt-
ical predictions and finite element simulations.

Let’s consider the postbuckling for mode 1 with a = 27.9280.
The amplitude A in Eq. (50) then becomes

A ¼ 1:3336ffiffiffi
L
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

3:4001 b2

L2 þ 0:6584
1þm
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p

s
: ð51Þ

For b� L, If b� L, A can be simplified as

A ¼ 1:6435
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ m4

p
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Fig. 14. Strain distribution in metal layer of CMOS inverter (a) before (35% prestrain) and

Fig. 15. Schematic diagram of island-brid
Fig. 13 shows the amplitude A versus the applied displacement
v0 for the buckling mode 1. The amplitude A remains zero when v0

is smaller than a critical value, vcr
0 ¼ 0:5773, and buckling does not

occur. Once v0 exceeds the critical value, lateral buckling occurs
and the amplitude increases as v0 increases. As shown in Fig. 13,
the finite element results agree well with analytical solutions.
3.3. Buckling of serpentine interconnects

To expand the stretchability even further, serpentine intercon-
nects can be used as shown in Fig. 2b. The serpentine interconnects
have two major advantages over straight ones: (1) they are much
longer than straight interconnects, and therefore can accommo-
date much larger prestrain; (2) once the applied strain reaches
the prestrain, straight interconnects become flat and lose their
stretchability, but serpentine interconnects can be stretched much
further because large twist will be involved to accommodate the
larger deformation.

Due to the complex geometry, analytical models to investigate
the deformation of serpentine interconnects are very limited
[50]. Finite element simulations have been widely used for the
buckling of serpentine interconnects. Fig. 14 shows the strain dis-
tribution in a CMOS inverter before (35% prestrain) and after (70%
applied strain) stretching with serpentine interconnects consisting
of polyimide and metal layers and islands consisting of polyimide,
SiO2, Si and metal layers [32]. It is shown that the peak strain in the
metal layer of interconnects and islands are lower than 2% even for
the stretch to 70%.
3.4. Buckling of fractal interconnects

Recently, fractal interconnects are proposed as a route to
achieve both large system-level stretchabiligy and high areal cov-
erage of device islands [31]. Fig. 15 shows an example of intercon-
nect in Hilbert fractal design up to a level-5 iteration. The level-1
pattern has a U shape, and higher levels correspond to self-similar
assemblies of the patterns in the previous levels. For each level
(b) after (70% applied strain) stretching. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [32].)

ge design with fractal interconnects.
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increase, the total length of fractal interconnects increases approx-
imately by a factor of 2 for fixed spacing between device islands.
This scaling leads to large stretchability in the interconnects, and
therefore large system-level stretchability. It is shown that the
interconnect buckles (therefore loses its tensile rigidity) to accom-
modate the large stretch, in a mechanism of ‘‘unraveling’’ of the
fractal interconnect that begins at the highest level interconnect
and propagates to lower levels. This mechanism is fully reversible,
i.e., resuming to the fractal pattern upon unloading if the fractal
interconnects do not reach plastic yielding. Mechanics of fractal
interconnects is reviewed by others in this issue and we will not
explore more.
4. Conclusion

We have reviewed the mechanics of wavy design and island-
bridge design for stretchable electronics. Both the buckling geom-
etry (wavelength and amplitude) and the peak strains are obtained
analytically. The solutions agree well with experiments and/or
finite element simulations, and clearly show how the buckled pro-
file reduces the strain to achieve the large stretchability.

Wavy design: For the ribbon perfectly bonded to the compliant
substrate, both small-deformation and simplified finite-deforma-
tion analyses are performed. The simplified finite-deformation
model predicts a strain-dependent wavelength while small-defor-
mation one gives a strain-independent wavelength. For the ribbon
partially bonded to the compliant substrate, the portion of the rib-
bon without bonding to the substrate delaminates from the sub-
strate to form the pop up structure when the prestrain is
released. The wavelength and amplitude depend on the geometry
and can be precisely controlled to lower the peak strain to a larger
stretchability.

Island-bridge design: An analytical model is established for
island-bridge design with straight interconnects. The results pre-
dict analytically the buckling amplitude, which agrees well with
experiments without any parameter fitting. The peak strains in
the interconnects and islands are also obtained analytically. Ana-
lytical models are established to study the lateral buckling of
straight interconnects under shear. Analytical expressions are
obtained for the critical load and buckling shape at the onset of
buckling by solving the equilibrium equations. The postbuckling
behavior is studied by energy minimization of the potential energy
including up to fourth power of the displacement. A simple expres-
sion of the amplitude characterizing the deformation after buck-
ling is obtained. Finite element models are developed to study
the buckling behavior of island-bridge design with serpentine
interconnects. Mechanics of fractal interconnects are also
discussed.

The two different designs have their own pros and cons. Wavy
design is able to provide a high areal coverage of active devices
since they can be integrated directly on the wavy film. However,
wavy design can only offer large stretchability (�100%) in one
direction or small stretchability �10% in all directions [23,51].
Island-bridge design is able to provide large stretchability
(>100%) in all directions. However, because only islands serve as
active devices in island-bridge design, the areal coverage of the
active devices is usually low unless using a serpentine or fractal
bridge. These results are helpful to future designers of stretchable
electronics to make selections between the two stretchable
strategies.
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